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Abstract. The Kr 4s-electron photoionization cross section as a function of the exciting
photon energy in the range between 30 eV and 90 eV was calculated using the configuration
interaction (CI) technique in intermediate coupling. In the calculations the 4p spin-orbital
interaction and corrections due to higher orders of perturbation theory (the so-called Coul
omb interaction correlational decrease) were considered. Energies of Kr n states were calcu
lated and agree with spectroscopic data within less than 10 meV. For some of the Kr 11

states new assignments were suggested on the basis of the largest component among the
calculated CI wavefunctions.

1. Introduction

The interaction of the Kr atom with photons of an energy near the 4s threshold is of
essentially many-electron nature which has consequences on several features of the
atoms: the removal of the 4s electron strongly polarizes the 4p shell (see e.g. Sukhorukov
et a/1991, Petrov and Sukhorukov 1991). Furthermore, the removal of a 4p electron
is accompanied by removal of a 4s electron (intershell correlation, Amusia and Cherep
kov 1975) and excitations of additional 4p electrons into unoccupied discrete states
(satellite-level excitations, Sukhorukov et a/1991). Finally the autoionization of atomic
resonances has a strong influence on the various satellite cross sections and the 4s
electron ionization cross section (see e.g. Schmoranzer et a/1990, Hall et a/1990).

Recently absolute values of satellite-state cross sections were measured by photon
induced fluorescence spectroscopy (PIFS) and also calculated (Schmoranzer et a/1993).
From the theoretical point of view the 4p spin-orbital interaction has not yet been
considered as weIl as corrections due to higher orders of perturbation theory (PT) (the
so-called Coulomb interaction correlational decrease). In this paper the theory will be
improved by considering these two points.

Section 2 contains the description of the theory and possible applications. The
results of the calculations and their comparison with available experimental and earlier
theoretical data are presented in section 3. The most significant final results and conclu
sions are collected in section 4.
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2. Theory
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For the calculation of photoionization cross sections of the Kr 11 4s- 1 state and
Kr 11 4p -2nl satellite states it is necessary to know the total wavefunctions and energies
of the initial and final atomic states. In the present paper the calculation of the initial
state (i.e. the ground state of Kr I) was carried out using many-body PT. Energies and
wavefunctions of the final states were calculated in the frame of both PT and the theory
of configuration interaction (CI).

In this section some features of the present calculations will be described. The
accuracy of the final ionic-state energies and wavefunctions will be demonstrated by
comparison of calculated and measured energy levels and radiative branching ratios of
selected states which decay purely by radiation.

2.1. A tomic energies and total wavefunctions

The zero-order wavefunctions and virtual orbitals were calculated in the non-relativistic
Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation. For this purpose the following integro-differential
equation for the radial part was solved for each relevant configuration (see below)

(1)

(2)

Here h[(I) denotes the single-electron HF operator averaged over the configuration I.
The radial parts of wavefunctions for single-electron virtual states were also obtained by
solving (1) in the frozen-core approximation with an additiona14p vacancy. Relativistic
corrections in Breit form (Bethe and Salpeter 1957) have been included (see also
Schmoranzer et al 1993). The differences E(I, 0) between the HF energies of excited Kr
configurations E(I) and the Kr ground state Eo are shown in table 1.

In the next step the subsets of strongly and weakly interacting configurations were
determined by evaluating the parameter

1<Imll VIXmx >1
2

Eo(I) - Eo(X)

where I, X are the considered configurations, m, and mxare both the total and intermedi
ate momenta of the I and X configurations, respectively, Eo(I), Eo(X) are the averaged
HF energies of the configurations I, X and V= H - Ho (H being the total Hamiltonian
and Ho being the zero-order Hamiltonian used in (1)).

The subset of strongly interacting configurations for the initial state of Kr I consists
of only one configuration, i.e. the ground state configuration. For the final ionic config
urations this subset was determined as consisting of 4s- l

, 4p-2nd (n=4, 5,6,7,8,8)
and 4p-2ns (n = 5, 6, 8) where 8 denotes continuum configurations.

The terms of these configurations were used to form the basis of a CI secular matrix
whose elements E(IMI , KmK) were calculated by the formula

(3)

where the designations are as in (2), 8(/, K) is the Kronecker symbol and E is the
corrected average configuration energy (see below).

The continuum states in the matrix representation (3) were included in a quasi
discrete manner (Demekhin et al 1979). Before diagonalizing the secular matrix the
following corrections have been made.
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The energies of the set of strongly interacting configurations were corrected with
respect to the set of weakly interacting configurations according to the second order of
PT (Rajnak and Wybourne 1963, Demekhin et a/1979):

1 Lmxmll(Im/l VIXmx >1 2

AE(I) =g(I) ~ E(I) _ E(X) (4)

where g(I) is the statistical weight of the I-configurations. Summation is performed
over discrete states Xmv and integration over continuum states Xmx- E(I) and E(X)
denote the average energies of the I and X configurations, respectively. These average
energies have been taken instead of E(Iml), E(Xmx), because for weakly interacting
states the energy difference E(I) - E(X) is much greater than the energy splitting
between the Im., Xmx states within the I, X configurations. The corrections (4) are
calculated for all configurations X which can be obtained when one or two core electrons
move into unoccupied core states or virtual {s}, {p}, {d}, {f}, {g}, {h} channels. For
each channel the two lowest lying discrete states and continuum states in the energy
range between 0 and 400 Ry were considered.

Higher order PT corrections EH O were included also as described and calculated in
the preceding paper (Schmoranzer et al 1993). The corrected average configuration
energies are also presented in table 1.

Table 1. Calculated average configuration energies of Kr 11 states.

Conf. (I)

4s- 1

4p-24d

4p-25d
4p-26d

4p-27d

4p-28d

4p-2SS
4p-26s
4p-2

30.97
29.69
33.42
34.97
35.78
36.25
27.73
32.72
37.39

Ecorr(I, O)b (eV)

30.86
31.08
35.28
36.89
37.70
38.17
29.16
34.64
39.31

(5)

a Difference of HF energies of configurations land
the HF energy of the Kr I ground state
E~reit = -5573.218 Ry.
b Energy differences with corrected I configura
tion energies: Ecorr(I, 0) = E(I, 0) + AE(I) + EH O

(see text).

Analogously to (4) corrections to the non-diagonal matrix elements (Imll VIKmK >
of (3) were made according to the second order of PT (Rajnak and Wybourne 1963,
Judd 1967, Demekhin et al 1979):

AV(Im[, Km
K

) = L <Jm[IVIXmx) <XmxIV1KmK ) .

Xmx E(I) - E(X)

Equation (5) describes the effective decrease of the Coulomb matrix elements due to
many-electron correlations. In the preceding paper (Schmoranzer et al 1993) the
decrease factor for the 4s-1_4p -2nl Coulomb interaction was calculated as 1.38 and the
decrease factor for the 4p -2nl- 4p-2n,I' Coulomb interaction was estimated as 1.20 as
well as the decrease factors of the 4p-4p and 4p-nl Coulomb interactions within the
respective configurations.
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Spin-orbital interaction for the 4p electron was taken into account by calculating
the spin-orbital parameter (Bethe and Salpeter 1957) ~4p. For the 4p-24dconfiguration
it amounted to ~4p=0.435 eV.

For the construction of the secular matrices (3) for the total angular momenta J=
!, ~, ~, ~ and ~ in intermediate coupling, the 2S, 2,4p, 2,4D, 2,4p and 2G terms of the ionic
configurations listed in table 1 were used. Only even states were included since only
these states can be observed by PIFS. After the diagonalization procedure eigenenergies
E were obtained as weIl as eigenvectors IE». The eigenvectors IE» are of the form

IE» = I (ImIIEJ)IIml).
Imr

(6)

In (6) IIml) denotes the wavefunction ofthe Imlstate and (ImIIE» denotes a numerical
eigenvector's coefficient.

2.1.1. Accuracy 0/ energy calculations and reassignment 0/ some levels. The calculated
ionic energies of Kr are presented in table 2 together with the data of Moore (1971)
and with the percentages of the respective pure basis states in the eigenvectors (6). The
agreement of theory and experiment is rather good, in most cases not worse than within
a few tens of meV. In some cases, however, the discrepancy between measured and
calculated energies is as large as some hundred of meV, e.g. in the case of the
4p4(3p)4d 2p5/2 and 4p4(3p)4d 2D5/2 levels. In this case the assignments of these levels
are to some extent conventional because of the complex structure of the respective
eigenvectors. The only observable values in the final levels are the ionic energies E
and the total ionic momenta J. For example, the most significant components of the
eigenvectors mentioned above are the foIlowing (4p4 and total momentum J have been
omitted on the right-hand side for brevity):

IE= 30.68 eV; J=~) =0.36(3p)4d 2D-0.83(3p)4d 2p_ 0.26(3p)4d 4p

+0. 12(3p)4d 4p-0.13(IS)4d 2D-0.23(ID)4d 2D

IE= 31.00 eV; J=~) =0.63(3p)4d 2D+ 0.48(3p)4d 2p - 0.11(3p)4d 4D

-0.53(ID)4d 2D+0.19(ID)4d 2P+0.12(ID)5s 2D. (7)

Therefore we assigned these ionic levels by the largest pure basis IIm, >states which
have been underlined in (7). After reassignment ofthe levels IE=31.00eV; J=~) as
4p4(3p)4d 2D5/2 and IE = 30.68 eV; J =~) as 4p4(3p)4d 2p5/2 the agreement of measured
and calculated energies is significantly improved and the deviation does not exceed the
average value of a few tens of meV.

The majority of cases where the differences of theory and experiment are larger than
the average value is collected in table 3. One can see that after reassignment of these
levels the agreement between measured and calculated values is improved. Thus the
error of our energy calculations which was estimated as the average experiment-theory
deviation is equal to -0.05±0.07 eV. Only the cases of the 4p4(ID)4d 2G7/2 and
4p4(ID)4d 2p5/2,7/2 levels where the differences between theory and experiment are
extremely large need additional investigations.
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2.1.2. The accuracy of eigenvector calculations. The branching ratios of the radiative
decay channels of satellite states into the 4p5 2p3/2 and 4p5 2Pl/2 states as defined by

R(EJ) = I(EJ-+
2
P 3/ 2) (8)

I(EJ--+2p1/2)

have been measured previously (Schmoranzer et al (1993).

Table 2. Experimental (Moore 1971) and theoretical (this work) energies of even Kr 11

states.

Expt
Theory

Oiff.
State J Eexp (eV) u-; (eV) Norm" (%) Eexp - E thy (eV)

4s14p6 2S 1 27.51 27.54 63.6 -0.03:2
4p4ep)5s 4p .5 27.99 27.98 95.9 0.01:2

J 28.27 28.24 63.6 0.03:2
1 28.58 28.52 93.0 0.06:2

4p4ep)5s 2p J 28.69 28.63 63.2 0.06:2
1 29.00 28.94 90.5 0.06:2

4p4ep)4d 40 7 28.90 28.94 93.7 -0.04:2
.5 28.93 28.98 91.8 -0.05:2
3 29.00 29.05 91.3 -0.05:2
1 29.10 29.13 92.0 -0.03:2

4p4ep)4d 4p 9
29.62 29.64 96.0 -0.02"2

7 29.86 29.88 85.8 -0.02"2
.5 30.08 30.07 93.7 0.01'2
:\ 30.09 30.17 96.5 -0.08"2

4p4('0)5s 20 J 29.82 29.82 81.7 0.00:2
.5 29.85 29.84 91.2 0.01'2

4p4ep)4d 4p 1 30.18 30.25 56.0 -0.07'2
J 30.23 30.30 86.6 -0.07:2
5 30.29 30.46 87.7 -0.17:2

4p4ep)4d 2p 7 30.32 30.38 79.3 -0.06"2
.5 31.00 30.71 68.9 0.29:2

4p4ep)4d 20 J 30.49 30.73 30.3 -0.24"2
.5 30.68 31.02 39.9 -0.34:2
.5 30.49:2

4p4ep)4d 2p 1 30.18 29.0:2
3 30.69 30.57 39.6 -0.12:2
J 31.17:2

4p4('S)5s 2S I 32.08 32.03 85.2 0.05'2
4p4('0)4d 2G 9 31.30 95.9"2

7 32.21 31.30 91.4 0.93"2

4p4CO)4d 20 .5 32.54 32.64 44.9 -0.10:2
3 32.62 32.89 48.3 -0.27:2

4p4CO)4d 2F 7 32.58 32.11 93.4 0.47"2
5 32.70 32.02 90.5 0.68:2

4p4(tO)4d 2p .1 32.82 32.71 43.0 0.11:2
1 32.87 32.92 46.3 -0.05:2

4p4ep)6s 4p .5 33.48 33.61 96.4 -0.13:2
J 33.58 34.10 54.2 -0.52:2
1 34.07 34.13 60.2 -0.06:2

4p4('0)4d 2S 1 33.93 46.6'2
4p4ep)5d 4p 1 33.94 34.46 51.4 -0.52:2

3 34.01 34.55 61.5 -0.54:2
.5 33.96 34.74 50.3 -0.78:2
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Table 2. Continued.

Expt
Theory

Oitr.
State J e; (eV) Ethy (eV) Norm" (0/0) Eexp - Ethy (eV)

4p4CP)5d 40 7 34.00 34.09 75.6 -0.09"2
5 34.02 34.11 72.3 -0.09"2
3 34.06 34.18 43.1 -0.12"2
I 34.21 34.28 36.2 -0.07"2

4p4ep)6s 2p 3 34.09 33.71 68.5 0.38"2
I 34.16 34.24 45.7 -0.08"2

4p4ep)5d 4F 9 34.11 34.19 96.4 -0.08"2
7 34.15 34.30 32.4 -0.15"2
5 34.47 34.55 42.2 -0.08"2
3 34.71 34.74 83.2 -0.03"2

4p4('S)6s 2S I 34.39 37.65 67.2 -3.26"2
4p4ep)5d 2p 3 34.47 34.92 43.0 -0.45"2

I 34.70 34.79 52.6 -0.09"2

4p4CP)5d 2F 7 34.51 34.68 32.4 -0.17"2
5 34.77 34.80 60.4 -0.03"2
5 34.71"2

4p4ep)5d 2D 3 34.82 35.24 27.8 -0.42"2
5

35.04 35.14 53.5 -0.10"2
4p4('D)6s 20 3 35.15 35.43 82.4"2

5 35.43 88.5 -0.28"2
4p4(IS)4d 20

5
35.32 34.03 80.2 1.29"2

3 35.33 34.11 37.1 1.22"2
4p4CO)5d 2G 7 35.81 35.95 87.0 -0.14"2

8 35.89 35.94 96.1 -0.052

a Square of the largest eigenvector coefficient.

Table 3. Reassignment of Kr 11 energy levels.

Eexp Moore's (1971) Eexp - Ethy Present Eexp - E thy Norm
(eV) J assignment (eV) assignment (eV) (%)

30.49 4p4CP)4d 20 -0.24 4p4CP)4d 2p -0.08 39.6
30.69 4p4CP)4d 2p 0.12 4p4CP)4d 20 -0.04 30.3
31.00 4p4CP)4d 2F 0.29 4p4CP)4d 20 -0.02 39.9
30.68 4p4CP)4d 20 -0.34 4p4CP)4d 2F -0.03 68.9
32.62 4p4('0)4d 20 -0.27 4p4('0)4d 2p -0.09 43.0
32.82 4p4('0)4d 2p 0.11 4p4('0)4d 20 -0.07 48.3
33.58 4p4CP)6s 4p -0.52 4p4ep)6s 2p -0.13 68.5
34.09 4p4CP)6s 2p 0.38 4p4CP)6s 4p -0.01 54.2
33.94 4p4CP)5d 4p -0.52 4p4CO)4d 2S 0.01 46.6
34.01 4p4CP)5d 4p -0.54 4p4('S)4d 20 -0.10 37.1
33.06 4p4CP)5d 4p -0.78 4p4CS)4d 20 -0.07 80.1
34.39 4p4('S)6s 2S -3.26 4p4CP)5d 4p -0.07 51.4
34.47 4p4CP)5d 2p -0.45 4p4ep)5d 4p -0.08 61.5
34.71 4p4CP)5d 4p -0.03 50.3
34.82 4p4CP)5d 2D -0.42 4p4CP)5d 2p -0.10 43.0
35.15 4p4CD)6s 20 -0.28 4p4CP)5d 20 -0.09 27.8
35.32 4p4('S)4d 20 1.29 4p4('0)6s 20 -0.11 88.5
35.33 4p4('S)4d 20 1.22 4p4('0)6s 20 -0.10 82.4
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The intensities of the radiative transitions are proportional to

2

I(EJ-+2PJ)oc L <Im/IEJ> <4p5 2PJ lvIIm/)
Im,
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(9)

Branching ratio 2p3/2 : 2P1/2

where V denotes the electric dipole transition operator in velocity form.
It is obvious that the intensity (9) strongly depends on the relative weights <Iml/EJ)

of the eigenvector components. Additionally, interference effects between the eigenvec
tor components are present. Thus to calculate I(EJ-+ 2PJ ) and R(EJ) veryaccurate
wavefunctions are needed.

Table 4. Calculated and measured branching ratios of radiative decays of Kr 11 satellite
states into the Kr 11 4p5 2P 3/ 2 and the Kr 11 4p5 2P1/ 2 states.

Initial state
assignment Measured" Theory

4S-1 2SI/ 2 0.80 0.82
ep)5s 4PI/2 0.06 0.0027
ep)5s 4P3/ 2 18.2 15.1
ep)5s 2P3/2 5.6 8.89
ep)4d 4D3/il 0.041
ep)5s 2P1/ 2 J 1.9 0.82
ep)4d 4D1/ 2 0.9 0.68

8 From Schmoranzer et al (1993).

R(EJ) values calculated according to (8), (9) are presented in table 4. The good
agreement of the calculated R(EJ) values with the measured ones demonstrates the
good quality of our eigenvector calculations. The only larger difference between theory
and experiment is the case of the (3p)4d 4D3/2 level. But if it is assumed that the initial
state of the fluorescence line in the emission spectrum is to a large extent the (3p)5s
2PI/2 level the agreement is improved.

2.2. Photoionization cross section

The photoionization cross section 0'(EJ) of the IEJ) levels consists of partial cross
sections 0'(EJ, elsj; J= 1) where E, I, s.] are the photoelectron quantum numbers and
J is the total atomic angular momentum. To calculate O'(EJ) one has to sum the partial
cross sections over I andj. Summation over j can be done in general yielding for O'(EJ):

a(EJ) =L O'(EJ, elsj; J = 1)
lj

=~ rc2aclö L 2J+l
3 (J) LS,I (2L+ 1)(28+ 1)

2

x L 8(S,!)<ImI'LSIEJ)<ImI'LSellPlvI0)
Imr

(10)

where the prime on m.. denotes that the total ionic orbital and spin momenta have
been extracted from the quantum number set mr, 10) is the ground state wavefunction,
v is the electric dipole operator in velocity form and (J) is the energy of the absorbed
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photon. The asymptotic behaviour of the continuum state orbitals in equation (10) was
normalized to (2/n)I/2e- I / 4 sin(Je· r+ 8).

Interference effects are present in (10) only within the LS term. Therefore the tech
nique for the calculation of the amplitudes within the module sign is very similar to
the LS coupling technique used in Sukhorukov et al (1991, 1992). To calculate the
different amplitudes the following schemes were used.

For the main line:

For the satelli te lines:

-~--»>----
(12)

Here the dashed and wavy lines denote electric dipole and Coulomb interaction, respec
tively. Summation and integration is performed over the channels shown in curJy brack
ets. These schemes describe direct non-resonant photoionization processes where
photoionization through intermediate doubly-excited states of the Kr atom is neglected.

The sp orbitals used in the <4s1 vi sp) ampJitudes have to be calculated in the fieJd
of the configurationally mixed state (6). The exact solution of tbis problem is difficult
and exceeds the aim of this paper. However, an additional investigation showed that
sp orbitals calculated in a 4s24p44d core configuration average field or in a 4s14p6 core
configuration average field are almost equal. Thus sp orbitals were calculated in the
average field of the 4s24p44d configuration.

The (4pl vi {d/s] ) amplitudes of (11), (12) were calculated by taking into account
inner-shell correlations (Amusia and Cherepkov 1975). The orbitals of the {d/s} chan
nels used in the (4plvle'(d/s) amplitudes were calculated by solving (1) in the term
dependent frozen-core approximation for the Kr ground state with an additional 4p
vacancy for the term Ip. These s'd orbitals are non-orthogonal to nd orbitals of the
4p-2nd configurations. Therefore the non-orthogonal orbital theory (Jucys and
Savukinas 1973) was used to calculate the matrix elements (4p-l s'd] VI4p-2nd el ) in
(12).
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In (12) the amplitudes
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A= L
LS,t;'>F

<4p4p LSI Vlnl" e'I') <e'I'1 vi e/)

-Eex - s'
(13)

have to be calculated, where ~t;'>F denotes the summation over unoccupied discrete
states nl' and integration over continuum ones and Eex > 0 is the energy of the
4p2 - nl"(e'= 0)/' excitation (which is in the frozen core approximation equal to
-2s4p + sn!")' The involved Coulomb matrix elements have the following form:

<4p4p LSI Vln/" s'/') == <4p6
1VI4p4(LS)n/"e'/') = L afsRk(4p4p, n/" s'/')

k

where afs are term-dependent coefficients and R; are Coulomb integrals.
Since the integrals <e'/'1 vls/) are diverging, the so-called correlation functions

(14)

t/Jf.S = I <4p4pLSIVln~"s'I'>ls'l'>
t;'>F -Eex - e

(15)

were introduced (see e.g. Carter and Kelly 1977, Sukhorukov et al 1992). The radial
part pfs(r) of the correlation function cPfs is the solution of the following inhomogene
ous integro-differential equation

(h/,(4p-2n/") + Eex)pfs(r)

= - L afS [ Yk(4pnl")P4P(r) - L Rk (4p4p, nl"n'I')Pn'I,(r)].
k n'<F

(16)

In (16) hl , is the same average HF operator as in (1) and afs are the same coefficients
as in (14). (16) is obtained by having (h/,(4p-2nl") +Eex) operate on the left- and right
hand sides of (15), performing the integration of the angular part and considering the
completeness relation of the e'l' set.

With the use of (15), (13) can be rewritten as

A=L <cPfslvle/).
LS

(17) does not diverge because of the exponential asymptotic decrease of pfs(r).

(17)

2.2.1. The strength 01 the Coulomb interaction. In the previous paper (Schmoranzer et
al 1993) it was found that correlation effects lead to a significant decrease of the
Coulomb interaction, which has influences on the energies of the atomic and ionic states
(see also section 2.1), and it was suggested that this decrease has to be considered in
transition amplitudes, too.

To check this, the correlational decrease of the 4se'd-4pep Coulomb interaction
was calculated which determines the near-threshold behaviour of the 4s-electron ioniza
tion cross section. To determine the corrections to the matrix elements
(4p5e'd Ip/V/4slep Ip) the technique described in section 2.1 (see equation (5» was
used. Those intermediate configurations X which influence this matrix element most
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Table 5. Correlational corrections to the (4s1ep IPI Vl4pse'd Ip ) matrix element (in per
cent).

Intermediate
configuration

4s14pse'deda

4s14p4sps'dsd
4s14psesed 
3d94s14p5sps'dsf
4s14psede'd 
4s14p4epe'des
4S'4psep~-
4s14pSsedeg
3d94p epef
4s14psepjf
3d94s14p

epe'd~

Rest

Total correction

e=O.OI Ryd
e'=O.OI Ryd

9.62b

7.0
3.1
1.8
1.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
3.2

27.9

1.39

e=O.OI Ryd
e'= 1.00 Ryd

6.3
7.5
3.6
2.7
2.1
0.2
0.3
0.3
1.0
0.4
0.4
2.2

27.0

1.37

e=0.20 Ryd
e'= 1.00 Ryd

6.8
7.5
4.5
2.7
2.3
0.2
0.4
0.4
1.0
0.4
004
2.5

29.1

lAI

(18)

a Integration over the underlined electron states was performed.
b Relative values AVI V in per cent.
C The second-order factor of the Coulomb interaction correlation decrease
(18).

strongly and the respective corrections AV (see below) are listed in table 5 for several
values of Band B'. In the same table, the second-order PT correlation decrease coefficients
k 2 , which were calculated from

V
-=V+AV
k 2

are also presented.
In (18), Vand AV are the Coulomb matrix element and its correction (5), respec

tively. Obviously the influence of various intermediate configurations on the matrix
element changes slightly with energy but the total effect is approximately constant.
Therefore the k2 value was taken equalto 1.41 for alI B, e' in the 4se'd-4pep interactions.

The true correction, however, is overestimated by the second-order PT since the
interaction of both initial and final configurations with the intermediate ones should
also be decreased by higher-order corrections. This overestimation in the case of 4p4p
4s4d Coulomb interaction was calculated previously (Schmoranzer et al 1993) and
found to be 1.12. Therefore the coefficient of the correlation decrease of the 4SB'd-4psp
Coulomb interaction in our case was assumed to be k = 1.41/1.12 = 1.26.

The exact ab initio calculation of k, even only for the 4se'd-4pep interaction, is a
very time-consuming procedure, since the application of equation (5) in many cases
leads to the integration over two continua. Moreover, the convergence of the sum over
the intermediate states X in (5) is very slow (see, e.g., table 5). Thus we used the
same value of the Coulomb interaction correlation decrease coefficient k = 1.26 for all
Coulomb interactions contained in (10), (11) instead of calculating it ab initio. The
latter task has to be attacked in a forthcoming paper. Some preliminary full ab initio
calculations support the estimated k value.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Photoionization cross sections

3.1.1. 4s-electron photoionization cross section. The cross section calculated in velocity
form is compared with available measurements and some earlier theoretical data in
different energy ranges in figures 1 and 2. Since we found that velocity and length forms
usually do not differ by more than 30/0 we show here the velocity form only. The
difference between velocity and length form has its largest value of about 5% around
the minimum of the cross section.

The comparison of our earlier calculations (Schmoranzer et al 1993) with the present
ones (figure 1) shows clearly the effect of the Coulomb interaction decrease: The cross
section is decreased considerably in the near-threshold region, suggesting that an
improvement could have been obtained in describing the measurements ofSchmoranzer
et al (1993) at energies where there are no resonances (Codling and Madden 1971).
However, in view of the large uncertainties of these cross section measurements it is
difficult to make a definitive judgement about the degree of agreement between our
theoretical and experimental results.

Comparing the present calculations with the earlier ones of Amusia et al (1973) and
Tulkki et al (1992) the following differences have to be pointed out: the minimum of
the cross section calculated here lies at a smaller energy than the minimum in the
calculations of Amusia et al (1973) (figure 2). Recent calculations by Tulkki et al (1992)
exceed our cross section in the energy region between 60 eV and 90 eV. In this region
the calculated cross sections of these authors agree fairly weIl with the measurements
of Aksela et al (.1987). However, because no uncertainties of these measurements have
been quoted, a final judgement about the validity of the approximations used in Tulkki's
and our calculations cannot be made at present.
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Figure 1. Absolute Kr 114s-electron photoionization cross section in the near threshold
range.
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3.1.2. Satellite cross sections. Satellite cross sections were calculated for more than a
hundred ionic levels with ionic angular momenta J =!, ~ and ~. In figure 3 those cross
sections are presented which may be compared to the measured ones of the preceding
paper (Schmoranzer et al 1993). Figure 4 shows some of the measured cross sections of
Schmoranzer et al (1993) together with the calculated ones. However, because resonance
effects were not included in the calculations, a comparison can only be made at energies
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Figure 3. Calculated satellite cross sections for direct photoionization for Kr 11 levels with
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Figure 4. Comparison between calculated and measured photoionization cross sections for
some Kr II satellite levels. The bars at the bottom of this figure show the positions of Kr I

resonances as measured by Codling and Madden (1971).

where there are no resonances. The positions of these resonances (Codling and Madden
1971) have been marked as bars at the bottom offigure 4. In the cross sections for the
(3p)5s 4P3/2 and the (3p)5s 2P3/2 states, the data points between 28.7 eV and 28.9 eV are
suited best for a comparison. There seems to be very good agreement between experi
ment and theory. However, because the experimental data were not recorded at the
magie angle (Schmoranzer et al 1993) and in view of the large uncertainties of the
measurements, a future study of alignment effects with lower uncertainties may modify
this result.

The experimental cross section for the level which was assigned (3p)4d 4D3/2 by Hall
et al (1990) is compared with calculations for the (3p)4d 4D3/2 and the (3p)5s 2P1/ 2

states. The experimental results fit better with the calculation for the (3p)5s 2PI/2 state
in the region between 30.2 eV and 31.4 eV where atomic resonances are rare. This
observation supports the result of the radiative branching ratio calculations (see seetion
2.1.2) where the initial state of the observed fluorescence lines was stated to be, to a
large extent, (3p)5s 2PI/ 2 •

3.2. Oscillator strengths 0/ Kr I doubly-excited states

In theprevious paper (Schmoranzer et al 1993) the calculation of energies and oscillator
strengths of Kr doubly-excited states was performed using the LS-coupling scherne.
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The experiences of these calculations allow us to consider for the present calculation
only the most significant states (e.g. the 7p electron was excluded from the present
calculation) .

The interaction between the np electrons and the core electrons was calculated in
the Hartree-Fock approximation. The wavefunctions of the doubly-excited states were
constructed as wavefunctions with non-coupling momenta IEJnp). The energy of such
astate was calculated by

E(EJnp)=E(EJ)-L(I (KmkIEJ)2IPk(np») (19)
K mk

where (KmkIEJ) are the same coefficients as in (6). 1Pk(np) is the ionization potential
of the np electron in the configuration K. The ionization potentials were calculated by
including many-body effects as described in Schmoranzer et al (1993). They are listed
in table 6.

Table 6. Ionization potentials in (eV) of np electrons calculated in different configurations.

K IP,ct:5p) IPK(6p)

4s- 1 2.58 1.19
4p-24d 2.83 1.28

5d 4.61 1.63
6d 5.64 2.06
7d 6.19 2.72
8d 6.53 3.03
5s 3.24 1.28
6s 4.48 1.69

The oscillator strengths f for the transitions into the doubly-excited states were
calculated analogously to the photoionization cross seetions er by replacing in the
schemes (11) and (12) sp and EI by the two bound outer electrons and by using the
relation er= 21C2aa~f (see Schmoranzer et al 1993). The calculated energies and oscilla
tor strengths are shown in .table 7.

A comparison between the present results and the earlier ones of Schmoranzer et
al (1993) reveals two main differences.

(i) The total oscillator strengths decreased by a factor of 1.81 as compared to the
earlier work resulting in a value of 0.106 au. This decrease is caused by the correlational
decrease of the Coulomb interaction (see section 2.2.1).

(ii) The appearance of transitions into states genealogically connected with quartet
core states is due to the spin-orbital interaction of the 4p electrons. This interaction
causes also a splitting of the doubly-excited states, i.e. more doubly-excited states appear
than in the calculation without spin-orbital interaction.

The data of table 7 lead to the following qualitative interpretation of some features
in the satellite cross seetions in the exciting-photon energy range between 28 eV and
30 eV (see figure 4).

(i) The sharp peak at 28.5 eV is connected with the 4p4(IS)5s(2S1/2)5p and
4p4(1 D)5s(2D3/2,5/2)6p states.

(ii) The broad structure between 29 eV and 30 eV is connected with the
4p4(ID)4d(2pl/2,3/2)5p and 4p4(lD)4d(2D3/2,5/2)5p states.

However, this interpretation may be slightly changed after considering the Coulomb
interaction of the np electrons with the ionic core which has been omitted in the present
calculation. This interaction will lead to an additional mixing of the ionic states.
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Table 7. Energies, genealogy and oscillator strengths of transitions into doubly-excited
states of Kr, calculated in intermediate coupling.

Core term J= ~ Core term J = ~ Core term J = ~

Photon Photon Photon
energy f energy f energy f

Configuration (eV) (x 10- 3) Configuration (eV) (x 10- 3) Configuration (eV) (x 10- 3)

4s- teS) 5p 24.84 22.44 4p4ep)5s(4p) 5p 25.01 0.99 4p4('O)5seO) 5p 26.63 2.93
640/0a 6p 26.32 5.28 640/0 6p 26.96 0.17 910/0 6p 28.56 0.60

4p4(3p)5sep) 5p 25.71 1.34 4p4ep)5sep) 5p 25.39 1.93 4p4('O)4deO) 5p 29.51 6.97
90% 6p 27.65 0.22 63% 6p 27.35 0.34 45% 6p 31.30 1.29

4p4('S)5s(2S) 5p 28.82 8.04 4p4('O)5seO) 5p 26.64 1.98 4p4('S)4deO) 5p 30.99 1.98
850/0 6p 30.75 1.56 82% 6p 28.54 0.42 80% 6p 32.71 0.40

4p4('O)4dep) 5p 29.73 5.58 4p4('O)4dep) 5p 29.57 11.14 4p4CP)5d(4p) 5p 30.02 1.07
46% 6p 31.56 1.12 43% 6p 31.36 2.26 420/0 6p 32.93 0.15

4p4('O)4deS) 5p 30.66 11.33 4p4('D)4deD) 5p 29.81 3.67 4p4CP)5d(20) 5p 30.56 2.36
470/0 6p 32.57 2.13 48% 6p 31.55 0.69 54% 6p 33.48 0.32

4p4('O)5deS) 5p 31.96 5.43
66% 6p 34.86 0.84

a Percentage of the pure basis state in the doubly-excited state eigenvector.

For a further detailed comparison with experiment, the calculation of the branching
ratio between the decays of the doubly-excited states into the Kr 11 ground state, the
Kr 11 4s14p6 2SI/2 state and the Kr 11 satellite states as weIl as the calculation of the
interference profiles (Fano 1961, Combet-Farnoux 1982) is necessary which have not
been carried out in this work.

4. Summary

Many-body calculations were performed for the Kr 11 ionic energy structure at an
accuracy level of approximately 0.05 eV which was sufficient to suggest reassignments
ofsome even Kr 11 levels identified previously by Moore (1971). Many-body calculations
were performed also for the branching ratio of the fluorescent decays of some Kr 11

satellite states into the Kr 114s24p5 2PI/2 and 2p3/2 ground states. A comparison with
recent measurements (Schmoranzer et al 1993) gives satisfactory agreement.

The effect of higher-order PT corrections on the cross section calculations was investi
gated and it was shown that higher-order PT corrections decrease the Coulomb inter
action which determines the near-threshold cross section values. The photoionization
cross sections calculated by taking into account the higher-order PT corrections were
found to be in good agreement with measurements for both main and satellite levels.
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